Omc cobra outdrive diagram

See Cobra sterndrive model and hp listed below. How to video for pressure testing upper-lower
units and make your own pressure testing unit. Stringer OMC sterndrive parts sterndrive
gearcase. Ball gear drive units for years to Common Outboard Marine corporation replacement
component are: Part number stainless steel water pump shaft with stripped male spline from
fast starts and propeller impact. Part number harden steel drive shaft with groves worn in seal
area. OMC water pump Question and Answers. Exploded view component drawings for SX,
Cobra outdrive repairs. OMC sterndrive Stringer upper gear case for years to with both press on
and bolt on ball gears. Sterndrives may come with or with out true coarse steering installed.
OMC used parts and OMC outdrive repair or rebuilt may be available please contact order desk
for availability Need a rebuilt upper gearcase click here for pricing details on our
remanufactured units. Drawing includes the following parts: Drive shaft, gearcase, propeller
shaft, drive shaft, bearing carriers and bearing retainers. Stern drive years thru Boat parts
drawings are divided into 3 section. Common repairs and boat parts are:. Large hub, drive shaft,
drive shaft bearing, shifter rod and prop shaft installed. GLM Marine replacement boat parts for
series lower units years to Common repair components are the same items as series lower unit.
Stringer electric shift lower units gearcase part number for years to Common replacement boat
parts are: Drive shaft ball gear due to normal wear or running the boat with stern drive not all
way down in the water. Bearing due to low oil or cracked seals. Drive shaft splines that did not
have updated shafts installed. Clutch packs that have water entering due to cracked seals that
are in most cases 20 plus years old. OMC Cobra stern drive with u-joint driven drive shaft for
years to and King Cobra upper gearcase components. Common replacement boat parts are:
Broken gears or seized bearing from improper filling of upper gearcase. Worn out water pump
and yoke area seals on unit with hours or more. Old cracked seal that are 15 plus years old.
Cobra parts drawing. How to repair video series that show exploded view Cobra parts drawing.
Shifter updates so shifter will moves with foot pounds. Common replacement components are:
First off this drive is not common and can be damage buy using a Cobra bearing carrier puller
when changing the seals. Propeller shaft is only 12 inches long and part of the bearing carrier
unit. This outdrive should only be service by a marina that stock the parts to repair it. King
Cobra to V8 for 7. Please note: the true King Cobra lower unit should only be used for the 7. For
the 5. Used parts that may not be listed here are the lower gear case, gears , clutch dog and
propeller shafts. Cobra transom mount diagram Common replacement components are: Shift
cable need replacement every year unless shifter update has been installed in lower unit, if so
then about every 15 years. Broken or cracked u-joint bellows and exhaust bellows that are 10
plus years old. Gimbal bearings that have not been grease every 50 hr. However before manifold
unit or engine is replaced check the water pump flow to the engine. Test is done by testing the
time to fill a 2 gallon container at idle speed of rpm to rpm. Most common boat repair is a crack
or gasket leak inside the manifold that allows engine exhaust pressure as high as lbs to enter
the water jackets of the manifold. This reduces or stops the 20 to 30 lbs water pump flow. Cobra
SX and Volvo Penta transom parts Common replacement parts are: Shift cable need
replacement every 7 to 10 years. Boat engine parts: Carburetor kits Boat fuel pumps Boat fuel
filter and water separator Gasket rebuild kit Thermostat kits Engine manuals Engine manifold
gasket set. Used OMC sterndrive rebuild boat parts. Used OMC sterndrive rebuild boat parts for
sale. Contact us if you want an item listed with picture that you may require or any used boat
parts required. Specifications for your OMC sterndrive boat should be noted before contacting
us, items like serial number, year, hp. Need boat parts or the whole OMC outdrive. Items not
listed on our web site contact us for hard to find components. Please contact our order desk for
OMC boat repair parts, outboard motors and OMC repair video links not listed. Outdrive lower
unit changes years to In to the swivel housing was changed to 10 bolt pattern. In , they
discontinued the production and manufacturing of the Stringer electric shift unit. They opted to
keep the upper gear housing design the same as with the Stringer model. In completely
redesigned the lower unit, this new design called for a sliding clutch dog in the gearcase that
would engage the forward and reverse gear with the aid of a hydraulic pump. This clutch was
manually engaged by the use of a shift cable which contained 2 inner cores one or reverse, one
for forward. The new models were called the series for 4 cylinder engines and the OMC series
for the straight 6 cylinder, V6 and V8 engine. The early models between and unit used a
hydraulic pump to assist the hydraulic shift cable to engage the clutch dog into gear. In ,
engineers redesigned the lower unit once again and the to was recalled and designed the
sterndrive to shift with a mechanical shift cable. This version of the and series were produced in
Canada and the USA up to the year Their new modern boat parts manufacturing facility was
located in Lexington, Tennessee. These new models were available in a variety of OMC boat
motor options; including a 2. The new OMC King Cobra parts drawing will show unit no longer
used the poorly designed ball gear system and used the modern u-joint style drive system. The

early Cobra models did have some technical design flaws which caused some problems when
shifting. The clutch was updated to a 5 degree undercut; and a shift interrupter switch was
added. Along with an updated design in for the shift detent parts these changed did help with
some of the shifting issues the drive may experience. One major difference with the Cobra
models compared to the Mercruiser was that when the upper housing and lower gear case were
mated together â€” the oil cavities were connected and an oil reservoir was not needed. The
outdrive needed to be filled from the bottom fill plug until the oil reached the dipstick in the top
cover of the upper housing. Another difference was that the water pump assembly and impeller
were installed in the upper gear case instead of lower unit. This new design was all Volvo
engineering with the transom being the original design. Click on parts drawing for large
exploded view. Stringer OMC sterndrive parts. Drawing includes the following parts:. Electric
shift Stringer electric shift lower units gearcase part number for years to OMC gear-head rebuild
Electric shift outdrive inspection procedure Common replacement parts are: Clutch spring and
forward gear assembly from engine idol speeds over rpm. Broken OMC shifter switch that hold
only intermittent contact. Poor wiring contacts in electrical terminals Upper drive shaft bearing
from low oil levels. Need outdrive parts not listed see Marine engine. Have a look at our electric
shift video repair section. OMC intermediate housing drawing. OMC Cobra upper gearcase
layout. However we have 25 plus repair videos listed at time of listing. Click on you-tube icon to
and select videos to see actual repairs, tools and parts required. Having problem with your
repair parts as we have a no charge tech service representative who will help you if required. In
most video,s tools and repair parts are listed by GLM Marine part number. Please contact order
desk for used parts availability. Cobra outdrive transom parts drawing. Manifolds and elbow
illustration Ford-Chevy. V8 Boat engine parts. Common repairs and boat parts are: Seized
bearings from low oil levels or water in the oil. Propeller impact damage resulting in broken
gears and bent propeller shafts. Old boat were outdrives have cracked oil seals were the
gearcase is 15 plus years old in need of repair. OMC King Cobra. SX layout. Volvo Penta SX.
GLM Marine outdrive parts that are cost-effective and competitive 2 year warranty:. Search by
number or description here. Upper Gearcase Exploded View. Lower Unit Exploded View. Rebuilt
upper gearcases stern drive. Rebuilt Cobra Lower Units. OMC Cobra upper gearcase seal kit.
OMC Cobra shift cable kit. Exhaust Manifolds. OMC outdrive tools bearing carrier puller. Chevy
inline water pump. OMC Cobra repairs presure tester. Tune Up Kit Prestolite V8 clip on cap.
Johnson gasket compound OMC trim cylinder. OMC parts Thermostat housing. Used OMC
Cobra sterndrive parts. Upper gear housing: Cobra's since , upper gear housing, service,
universal joint, upper gears, housing, water pump, adaptor housing, bearings shims Boat
Propellers , OMC Cobra engine solenoid , carburetor repair kit and OMC parts we sell on Ebay.
Lower unit OMC sterndrive anode, drive shaft, pinion bearings, forward - reverse gears, pinion
gear, shims, propeller shaft Repair manuals: King Cobra sterndrive Rochester 2BBL: carburetor
kits, floats,gaskets Sterndrives: Ford 2. Inboard outboard marine parts: Drive shaft, water
pumps, shims, bearing retainers, u-joints, yokes, socket, shift cable assembly, gears, tapered
roller bearings, cover nuts, pinion nuts,water pump adapters, gimbal bearings, upper-lower
gearcase seal kits, prop shafts, bearing carriers, cable assembly, anodes, water passage
housings, pinion nut adaptor kits and Mercruiser, Volvo Penta, OMC sterndrive lower unit tools.
Copyright to Return Policy. About Us. Privacy Policy. Manifold GM V8. Sending Us Your
Outdrive. Contact us. Shipping Costs. Transom Parts. Water Pump Kits. Bellows Kits. Gear
Sets. Tapered Bearings. Rebuild Kits. Clutch Dogs. Fuel Pumps. Prop nut kit. Exhaust Bellow.
Engine parts. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our
site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. The store will not work correctly in the case
when cookies are disabled. Parts Diagrams Closeout! Vacuum Toilet Pumps. Fuse Panels
Circuit Breaker Panels. Cowl Vents. Water Heater Parts. Electric Horns Windshield Wiper Arms.
Water Heater Replacement Parts. Utility Lights Replacement Clearance Lenses. Toggle Switches
Continuous Duty Solenoids. Rudder Ports Tiller Arms. Anodes Anode Kits. Ignition Packs.
Ignition Packs Ignition Coils. Belts Belt Tensioners Pulleys. Run-Dry Impellers Drivesaver
Couplers. Battery Chargers Fans. Washdown Pump Deck Fittings. Flangemount Flexmount.
Washdown Pumps. Water Heaters. Supply Grilles Rectangular Round. T Adapters Y Adapters.
Topside Tanks Permanent Tanks. Tanks Tank Adapter Kits. Gas Deck Fills Replacement Parts.
Transmission Kits Service Parts. Bilge Pumps Automatic Non-Automatic. Float Switches Panel
Switches. Fuel Filter Elements. Cleaning Brushes Handles Boat Hooks. Bunk Glides. Sending
Units Water Temperature Pressure. Control Assemblies Control Components. Fits: 4. All have
vertical shift rod center of upper housing. Fits: Ford 7. Lower skeg is recessed back from front
edge of lower housing. Vertical shift rod, center of upper housing. Lower housing slightly
smaller than "Baby King", with larger skeg starting from front edge of housing. Shifting is done
with a cable. The attaching point is port side, on the front face of drive. Standard OMC Cobra 2.

OEM parts are readily available for these units. Built properly, these units will last for the life of
the boat. The main issue with the shift dog clutch units is the shift cable maintenance. All the
cables manufactured, stretched and caused shifting and adjustment issues. It is of the utmost
importance, that all shift components are kept in good working order. This includes shift cables,
shift module, control box, pivot arm, shift arm and pivot arm bushings. There should be a 1"
brass fitting with a grease zerk in it, on the starboard side of the gimbal housing, just in front of
the drive mounting area. If this is an aluminum plug, you probably have the original bushing and
shift components. These should all be checked and the brass bushing installed. Our warranty is
contingent upon the shift system being in good operating condition. All OEM gears and most
other parts are still available on these units. Propshaft carriers and upper driveshaft bearing
retainers are now N. We manufacture these parts as needed and have a good supply of core
cases and parts on hand. We will continue to manufacture parts as needed to support these
units. All the shift cable issues apply to these units as well. These are very tough units,
maintained properly. Most of these units sit behind Fords, another very reliable piece, it's a hard
packa
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ge to beat. A good number of the OEM, key parts, are now N. We do some repairs on these
units, depending on the particular issue. There are some new and used units still out there,
every once and a while we find a good used unit. Please proceed with caution when buying
used units. Most of these units have issues that could end up costing big money in the end. We
will be happy to advise and assist you in the "pre-buy" process of these units. We will also help
you explore the possibilities of repowering your boat. Core charge is subject to inspection of
the core and it is deemed to be rebuildable. Cases, shafts, retainers and carriers must be good.
Any parts necessary to make it rebuildable, will be deducted from or may exceed the core
charge. Customer will be responsible for any amount that exceeds the core charge. About Us.
Hi Performance. OMC Cobra. Ultra Series. Contact Us. View fullsize. Core Policy Core charge is
subject to inspection of the core and it is deemed to be rebuildable.

